
 

NMC  minutes of the meeting   

 

Helsinki 8th of october 2016 Motocross and Supermoto 

 

Participants  

Asger Pedersen DMU asla@tinggaarden.eu 

Mario Ostnik EMF mario@msport.ee 

Margus Ostnik EMF  

Peter Isgren Svemo peter.isgren@svemo.se 

Tommy Ekstöm Svemo scaliniab@gmail.com 

Anneli Häggqvist Svemo 

Sabrina Gaard NMF sabrina.gaard@nmfsport.no 

Bjarki Sigurdsson MSI bjarki7c@gmail.com 

Juhani Halme SML 

Erkki Heikkinen SML 

 

Supermoto 

Nordic championship race, is there possibility to arrange 

Danmark SM and RR is joint About 60 riders in Danmark, About 20 in Estonia, joint races also tried in 

Sweden but later have been separated 

Sweden future is dark, too few tracks, difficult to get competitors 

Estonia, also riders have problem to see where to go after national championship, world and European 

championships have not developed as they sould have. 

Island few riders, joint places with RR riders, three days ferry from Danmark to Island 1500 € cost 

No supermotogroup in Finland today, 4 meetings, number of riders going down today. 

Finland is trying to arrange 7th of July 2017 special supermoto event in a stadium format, following the 

Swedish system, have been done also in trial previously. 

Estonia would be ready to arrange Nordic championship event, no entry fees for participants and trying to 

fix ferry fees as low as possible. Mario Ostnik EMF starts to work out to arrange the meeting in Estonia 

2017 last weekend of May is targetted date. 



Nordic Championship rules must follow FIM rules. Needs to be checked by the national federations so that 

there is no conflicts. Classes might be a problem possibly elite classa like A-class and open class for not so 

serious riders, hobbyriders. First day solo and seconf day supermoto of Nordic Nations. 

 

Motocross  

Svemo proposal for Nordic Championship race. 

Meetings; the proposal was discussed, there was not seen possibility to immediate change of meetings. 

Direct co-operation between comissions is encouraged to improve day to day co-operation. 

Competition for children; Svemo proposal was discussed, Norway is following the same guidelines, at the 

moment Danmark, Estonia and Finland not. In Sweden the parents of children need to take education of 

how to bee a good sporting parent same time as the child is educated. Issue is now taken into 

consideration of each federation to decide if this is followed. 

Ages; proposal comes back to federations, we should strive to make connection between national 

callifications. 

Nordic motocross championship, participants agreed upon an event to be organised in Sweden. The event 

should be adjusted so that it is not parallel to world or european cahmpionship.  Nations cup to be included 

in this event is proposed. Svemo was asked to make a proposal for the result counting for the nations.  

 

Safety  

Big issue in Finland this yaer, lot of progress in the area. Safety improvements are often cheap to do. 

Helmet use for flagmarshalls was discussed, also yellowlamps as addition or instead of flags of flagmarshalls 

was discussed. 

 

 

Erkki Heikkinen 


